Home Field: A Novel

The heart of Friday Night Lights meets the emotional resonance and nostalgia of My
So-Called Life in this moving debut novel about tradition, family, love, and football. As the
high school football coach in his small, rural Maryland town, Dean is a hero who reorganized
the athletic program and brought the state championship to the community. When he married
Nicole, the beloved town sweetheart, he seemed to have it all - until his troubled wife
committed suicide. Now everything Dean thought he knew is thrown off kilter as Nicoles
death forces him to reevaluate all of his relationships, including those with his team and his
three children. Deans 11-year old son, Robbie, is withdrawing at home and running away from
school. Bry, who is only eight, is struggling to understand his mothers untimely death and his
place in the family. Eighteen-year-old Stephanie, a freshman at Swarthmore, is torn between
her new identity as a rebellious and sophisticated college student, her responsibility toward her
brothers, and reeling from missing her mother. As Dean struggles to continue to lead his team
to victory in light of his overwhelming personal loss, he must fix his fractured family - and
himself. When a new family emergency arises, Dean discovers that hell never view the world
in the same way again. Transporting listeners to the heart of small-town America, Home Field
is an unforgettable, poignant story about the pull of the past and the power of forgiveness.
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The heart of Friday Night Lights meets the emotional resonance and nostalgia of My
So-Called Life in this moving debut novel about tradition, family, lov. In many ways, the
debut novel Home Field resembles the high-school football games at the center of the story:
Sometimes white-knuckle.
Today, Cole Meyer reviews Hannah Gersen's debut novel Home Field, which follows the
struggles of a football coach and his children in a.
HOME FIELD by Hannah Gersen. HOME FIELD That meticulousness sometimes verges on
ploddingâ€”occasionally, the book does seem to.
Home Field: A Novel by Hannah Gersen ' Home Field cover. Gersen's characters are so full,
so gently flawed, and so deeply human that it's nearly.
Our own Hannah Gersen writes for Catapult on titling her debut novel, Home Field. As she
puts it, â€œThe idea that a title could dissuade a reader was not. The following is from Hannah
Gersen's debut novel, Home Field. Gersen was born in Maine and grew up in western
Maryland. She is a staff. The heart of Friday Night Lights meets the emotional resonance and
nostalgia of My So-Called Life in this moving debut novel about tradition. In one of the
opening scenes of â€œHome Field,â€• Hannah Gersen's Indeed, the word â€œguiltâ€• appears
more than 20 times in the novel, but that. Aside from a pure and genuine love of the game,
what do you think Dean gets out of his team that he doesn't get from his home life? 2. Fiction
writer and staff writer at The Millions. My debut novel, Home Field, is now available. You
can order it online or, even better, head to your local indie. In Ivy Pochoda's latest novel,
Wonder Valley, we find ourselves amidst a The publisher of Hannah Gersen's first novel,
Home Field, is marketing the book as a . Home Field: A Novel. Filesize: MB. Reviews. A very
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great pdf with lucid and perfect explanations. It really is rally interesting throgh reading time
period. Hannah and the Spindle Whorl. Carol Anne Shaw Author Hannah Rose Mate Narrator
(). cover image of Seaview Inn. Home Field is a deeply felt story of loss and grief that touches
readers with the characters' raw emotions. The imagery is beautiful and the.
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